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THE LANCET.
LONDON, SATURDAY, MAY 25TH, 1844.

COMPARATIVE ORGANISATION OF THE

ENGLISH AND FOREIGN HOSPITALS.

IT has been remarked to us that the plan which we last
week proposed, with a view to enable students to see the

practice of other hospitals, in addition to that of the one
to which they pay, would be attended with great diffi-

culty in its execution, and would only imperfectly
answer the desired end. We admit that the objections
are correct to a certain extent, but we would wish our

readers to understand that we merely proposed it as a

partial remedy for the existing disgraceful state of things,
and as one that might be adopted without interfering
with the present complicated interests which any reform
must necessarily more or less endanger. We are per-
fectly aware that there are hospitals, in London, to the
support of which the students’ fees are indispensable,
and that there are others to which the fees, if not indis-

pensable, are extremely useful. We are also aware that

if the same admission fee were demanded at the small

hospitals as at the larger ones, the latter would be

crowded and the former deserted. Not wishing, there-
fore, either to diminish the revenue thus derived by
the hospitals, although from a source of which we

disapprove, or to send the great mass of pupils
to the largest hospitals, we proposed that the fees should
remain as they are in each establishment, but that after
a given time, two-thirds, or even the whole of the period
of attendance demanded by the College of Physicians
and by the College of Surgeons, perpetual pupils
should become free to the practice of all the London

hospitals. Were this system adopted it appears to us that
the reasons which now induce students to choose one

hospital in preference to another, would still exist, and
therefore exercise the same influence over their deter-

minations. But the students would then enjoy the
inestimable advantage of being able, when once they had

terminated, or nearly terminated, their obligatory attend-

ance, to complete their hospital education by a longer or
shorter free attendance on the practice of the physicians
and surgeons of other hospitals. With reference to esta-

blished practitioners, we stated that to them all hospitals
and medical charities ought to be unconditionally open,
that they should have an absolute acknowledged right to
attend if they thought proper. Indeed, the exclusion of
medical men from the wards of our London hospitals is
one of the worst features in their present government.
It is a narrow-minded regulation, for the motives of

which strangers are totally at a loss to account. Pecu-

niary considerations cannot be the reason, as practi-
tioners never do, and never will, pay, large sums for admis-
sion into hospitals at which they were not educated;
unless, however, they are looking after some appoint-
ment. One would really be half inclined to think that
the presence of educated, mature, medical men was dis-

agreeable to our hospital functionaries generally, and
that they are purposely excluded on that account.
At the same time we perfectly agree with those who

have made the above objections, that such reforms,
however desirable in themselves, would still be unsatis-

factory, would merely remedy, in part, the evils of the

present system. But if we go farther, and endeavour to
find a radical cure for the abuses of the existing state of

things, we inevitably become merely speculative re-

formers, and originate schemes for the immediate

accomplishment of which there is not the slightest
chance. The entire hospital system in England, as

compared with that of the continent, is essentially bad,
for it rests on a false foundation. But our hospitals can

scarcely be compared with those of our continental neigh-
bours, as they do not fulfil the same functions in the

social body. They are merely charitable institutions,
raised and supported by private benevolence, and only
destined by their originators and supporters to relieve a

certain amount of human misery. The state has nothing
to do with them, contributes nothing to their support,
and exercises little or no control over them. The work-

house infirmaries are the state hospitals. On the conti-

nent there are no workhouses, the hospitals being the

asylums of all the sick poor. When ill they can claim
admission into those hospitals (which are numerous, and
of large size), if there be room ; and when epidemics and
general sickness occur, if there be not room, it is made.

The state, contributing largely to the support of these

institutions, exercises full jurisdiction over them. Thus,
in Paris all the property belonging to the hospitals
(250,OOOl. a year) has been thrown into one common
fund, and is managed by a board, consisting principally
of public functionaries. To this annual income the city
of Paris (the municipal authorities) adds whatever is

necessary to meet the variable expenditure. Generally,
the contribution amounts, also, to about 250,0001. a year,
making in all half a million sterling, which is annually
devoted in one city to the relief of the sick poor in public
hospitals. Such being the source from which the Pari-
sian hospitals partly derive their support, their complete
dependance on the central authority is at once under-
stood. Each establishment loses, as it were, its identity,
and becomes a mere part of a general whole. All the

hospital functionaries, medical and non-medical, are

functionaries of the BOARD, which merely attaches them
for the time being, to this or that hospital, and can

change their destination at will. In a word, the system
of centralisation which the French have carried so far in

all their political institutions, has been fully adopted in
the organisation of their medical charities. Whatever

we may think of the political value of extreme cen-

tralisation, no one acquainted with its working in the
French hospitals can deny that, in this instance, it has
done wonders. The only objection, indeed, against it in
Paris is, that the central board is defective in its compo-
sition. In Paris, as elsewhere, the members of the

faculty are more occupied with their own private interests
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than with those of their order ; consequently they have
allowed themselves to be nearly entirely excluded from
the board, the only medical man who sits in it being the
Dean of the Faculty. Were some half-dozen of the

twelve gentlemen who compose the " Conseil des

H&ocirc;pitaux," members of the faculty, there would be very
little room, indeed, for improvement in the organisation
and direction of the Parisian hospitals.
Now, there can be no doubt but that the centralisation

followed in Paris would be a great improvement on the
state of things existing in our own country, that the

efficiency of our hospitals would be much increased were
their funds totally devoted to the relief of the sick poor,
and were they all submitted to the same rules and regu-
lations, emanating from a central authority. But it is

also equally evident that, for such a change to take place,
the entire organisation of our system of medical relief for
the poor must be altered, that the poor-law itself would
have to be extensively remodelled, and that the new

system, even were it adopted in the metropolis, would not

apply to the provinces. As we have before stated, the
chief legal source of relief for the destitute poor,
sick or well, in England, is the workhouse, our hospi-
tals being merely local charities, mainly supported by
the alms of the public, and calculated to diminish the

grinding action on the poor of the workhouse laws. In

their present state they would be totally inadequate to

perform the part in society which the Paris hospitals
perform. Were sueh a design contemplated, they would
have to be much increased both in number and extent.

We should certainly be glad to see such a scheme

put into execution. It is certainly most distressing that
a destitute man, when sick, should not even have the re-
source of an hospital before him, but should be generally
obliged to take refuge in the WORKHOUSE.
Under present circumstances, however, the public must

remain contented, for the time being, with the existing
organisation of our hospitals, however inefficient it may
be. It is our duty, still, to endeavour to render those
institutions as perfect as they are susceptible of be-

coming, and we shall not, therefore, spare expostulation
when it is required. It was with this view that, last week,
our remarks on free admission to hospital practice were
made. We then proposed a reform which, although
in itself a great one, is possible, is feasible, and interferes
with no interests,-a reform which is loudly called for,
and which every one must sincerely trust to see, before

long, carried into effect at most, if not all, of our

hospitals.

PRESENT STATE OF THE THEORY AND

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

THE great difference of opinion which exists between
us and two of our contributors, Drs. MACKIN and LIVESAY,
whose essays have appeared in this and in the last volumes
of THE LANCET (Feb. 3, and April 27, 1844), respecting
the present state of the theory and practice of medicine,
has already induced us freely to express our views on

this important subject. As, however, we do not make a

point of criticising the original communications in this
journal, leaving that task to others, we intended to have
made no comment on the essay of Dr. MACKIN, pub-
lished to-day, merely inserting at the same time that of
Dr. BINNS, who upholds the doctrine entertained by
THE LANCET. We have been induced, however, to

modify this resolution ; first, because the question which
Dr. MACKIN treats is a general one, involving the

character of medicine as a science, and, consequently,
that of all those who practise it; and, secondly, because
we perceive the source of the error into which Dr.

MACKIN has fallen.

After indulging in invectives against 11 the still embry-
onic science of therapeutics," and against the darkness
and inefficiency of medicine, "now degraded far below
the level of an occupation," and that to an extent which
makes us rub our eyes with astonishment, Dr. MACKIN
states that" it is by the study offinal causes alone that we
" can hope to arrive at an accurate knowledge of the
" relation and proportion between the contingent effect

" and its antecedent cause," &c. If such be really the

opinions of Dr. MACKIN, if he really believe what his
words seem to imply,-that knowledge in physiology, in
pathology, and in therapeutics, consists in an acquaint-
ance with the final causes of the phenomena of those

sciences, and that we can only progress in them, inas-
much as their final causes become elucidated,-why’
then, it can easily be understood that he should recog-
nise nothing in medicine but chaotic darkness. But

we reject entirely such views; the final causes of

the phenomena of the human organisation in health
and disease, and of those produced by the thera-

peutic agents to which we have recourse, are per-

fectly inscrutable, and most likely will ever remain

so ; for in them lies the secret of our being, of our vitality.
Indeed, the search after the final causes, even of the

phenomena of inanimate nature, is deceptive, and ends in
illusion or disappointment. For instance, we know what
are the laws of gravitation, but we know not its final
cause. Still more true is this of animate nature, which

presents to us, controlling the laws of the material world,
an element, the essence of which is completely above our

powers of comprehension,-life. It is because our fore-

fathers were ever losing themselves in their vain at-

tempts to arrive at the final causes of physiological
or pathological phenomena, that they did so little

to advance the science of medicine. Their vain and
fanciful theories, their curious and quaint conceits,
those in which some continental pathologists indulge,
even to this day, are merely the results of this fruitless

chase after final causes. Fortunately for humanity,,
during the last century, and more especially during the
last forty years, there have been many men of great intel-
lectual powers, who have devoted their labours, not to

the study of the causes of phenomena, but to that of the

phenomena themselves. It is to their efforts in this, the

right track, that we are indebted for the STUPENDOUS
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progress which, we fearlessly assert, that medical science
has made during the period specified. All the tissues

and organs of the human and brute economy have been

carefully and laboriously analysed. The functions and

properties of those tissues and organs have been studied
and determined after the performance of numberless ex-

periments on the living and on the dead. The modifica-

tions which take place in disease, and the connection
which exists between the morbid phenomena manifested

during life, and those modifications as found after death,
have been accurately noted, for the solid tissues of the

economy, by shoals of eminent pathologists; and the
same rigid analysis of the fluids in disease is

now actually taking place, with the assistance of the

microscope, and of chemistry, a science which has been
illuminated in a hundred-fold degree since the com-

mencement of this century. Finally, the actions of all

our therapeutic substances have been analysed and tested,
over and over again, in health and in disease, without
reference to preconceived hypotheses, and with the

assistance of our increased knowledge in the various other

departments of science.
All this has been done without the slightest reference

to final causes, the consideration of which has very pro-

perly been totally discarded. We have thus acquired an
immense mass of incontrovertible facts respecting the

structure, functions, and diseases of the economy, and are
consequently able to apply, with infinitely greater cer-
tainty and success, the remedial agents of medicine ; and
those agents, be it recollected, are principally imitations
of the changes and processes which sometimes sponta-
neously occur, as if to show us what we ought to, and can

attempt.
The search after the final causes of disease has been

the bane of medicine, and even now threatens to do much
harm. Not being attainable, the attempt to arrive at
them only serves as an excuse for palming upon the
medical public some theory or other, which, however

flimsy, is certain to find partizans, and then acts as a

stumbling-block in our road to truth. For instance,-
are we more advanced if, to take an illustration from
our review of last week, we say, with Dr. TODD, that

scrofula " may proceed from the deposit of coagulable
" lymph in a state below the healthy standard, which

degenei-ates into an abnormal product, tubercle," than
if it be merely said, with M. LUGOL, that tubercle is

generated in a general cachectic or depraved state of the

economy, but that nothing at all is known about the inti-

mate, final, nature of this cachexia? Decidedly not. On
the contrary, if Dr. TODD’S final-cause hypothesis be
adopted, we merely load the mind with a theory which
will very likely influence our practice irrationally, if the
theory be false, which it is much more likely to be than

- true, as it is not founded on facts, but merely on suppo-
sition. If, on the contrary, along with M. LuGOL, igno-
rance of the final cause be confessed, the mind is un-

fettered, and we can consult, impartially, the lesson of

experience.

To conclude, it may safely be stated that if all the medi-
cal theories that have ever been promulgated, taken as a
whole, are false, it is, firstly, because they have been founded
on insufficient and erroneous data ; and, secondly,
because their promulgators, in their search after final

causes, have allowed themselves to be carried too far,
and have fallen into the region of imagination, of hypo-
thesis. It is very doubtful whether the final causes of

life and of its phenomena will ever be even approximated,
however much our knowledge may increase. We may

possibly discover many of the laws which regulate the

operations of life in the same manner as we have dis-

covered many of the laws which regulate matter; but the

final cause of those laws will, no doubt, ever be a mystery
in the one case as in the other.

THE SYRIAN MEDICAL-AID ASSOCIATION’S

RECENT APPOINTMENT.

THE Syrian Medical-Aid Association, to the laudable

objects of which we drew the attention of our readers a
few months ago, has recently determined on sending
another medical gentleman to Syria. The choice of the

committee has fallen upon Dr. JAMES B. THOMPSON, at

present physician to the Aldersgate-street Dispensary.
The scene of his future labours is to be Damas-

cus, a city which, despite its large population and
ancient and modern renown, does not at present possess
a single educated practitioner of our art. The field is a

wide one. Dr. THOMPSON will be accompanied by a

young Syrian, who has been several years following the
London medical schools and hospitals, and who will act
as his interpreter and assistant. Dr. T. volunteered his

services as a missionary of medical science and of civili-
sation."

Since we last alluded to the Syrian Medical Association

it has been joined by many of the most eminent phy-
sicians and surgeons of the metropolis. Dr. THOMPSON

has forwarded us, previous to his departure for Damascus,
a letter of thanks addressed to the patrons of the asso-

ciation which is published in another page.
By the by, what an El Dorado this city of Damascus

must be (in a practical point of view, we mean) to a
London physician! One hundred and fifty thousand
inhabitants, and no rival.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

ROYAL MEDICAL & CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.

Tuesday, May 14, 1841.

EDWARD STANLEY, F.R.S., President.
Case of a Tumour in the Right Hypochondrium occurring

after Injury,from which a lar;;e quantity of Fluid, resem-
blitig Bile, was repeatedly withdrawn by the Operation of
Tapping. By Wm. R. BARLOW, Esq., of Writtle, Essex.
Communicated by EDWARD STANLEY, Esq., President.

THE patient, a thatcher, aged fifty-four, injured himself
August 28, 1842, by lifting a heavy ladder, and complained
of so much pain in the region of the liver that the author

apprehended a rupture of that organ ; he was very faint, in
a cold perspiration, and the pulse scarcely to be felt. He


